
BALDRICK THE RESCUE FROG 

 

I’ve always liked frogs, and over the years we’ve had many. Most, like tree frogs or 

dart frogs, eat insects but some are so big they eat mice!  

 

We’ve had two rescue frogs of the mice eating variety and today I’ll tell Baldricks 

story. 

 

As with many of our rescue animals I entirely blame our mate Carl. He was to blame 

for Rex the chameleon who featured in the first ‘News from around ADS’ and must 

also take the blame for Baldrick. 

 

We, our youngest and I, had gone to Carls shop to pick up some bugs and of course 

to have a look around and check out the new animals he had.  

 

Once we’d got the bugs, it wasn’t long before we were introduced to Baldrick. He 

had a curved spine and Carl was convinced he wouldn’t be able to sell it and 

adamant he couldn’t keep it – he was not for the first time, on notice from his wife 

that one more animal in the home would trigger his eviction. The fact that Baldrick 

was bright and colourful, and at that point tiny, meant that it was only a matter of 

time. Carl pressed his advantage home by offering a handful of pinkies (small baby 

mice) – of course Baldrick was a frog that ate mice! 

 

We were a tad nervous about the reception we’d get at home arriving with another 

rescue pet but shouldn’t have worried. Chris, my wife, has a soft spot for anything 

vulnerable and was soon suggesting that perhaps I should build a small ramp so it 

could get in its’ water bowl FFS! 

 

So how did Baldrick get his name? well we’d recently acquired a Florida king snake 

– for once not a rescue animal – but didn’t know what sex it was. We’d recently been 

re-watching the Blackadder series and in one episode there was a woman disguised 

as a man who was called Bob. Eureka, a perfect fit. With Blackadder at the forefront 

of our minds there was unanimous agreement that the new addition should be called 

Baldrick. 

 

Pacman frogs are ambush predators so they don’t do much other than sit still and 

wait. When something they can fit into their mouth goes past they go from zero to 

sixty in a nano-second, my God it’s as fast as any snake strike I’ve seen. Also 

although Baldrick started life as a fairly small frog he grew into one which was about 

5 inches in diameter and could eat a fully grown mouse.  

 

 



He wasn’t the biggest frog we’ve had but he was brightly coloured and looked like 

was smiling at you, unlike the largest we’ve had, another rescue animal, who looked 

at you like you owed it money!  

 

A SMILING BALDRICK 

BALDRICK FULL OF MICE 


